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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Reinaldo Andrade Albàn has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cortoplacista
Person that easily fixed time limits for carrying out an action without the factors that insiden prebvio analysis in the
realization or otherwise of this term.Example: The offer of a politician that the subway of the city tram must be
operational by the end of 2014. Or that by the end of 2013 is will have eradicated 79% of poverty

inverosímil
It is exactly what adverse a similarity. i.e. which tells something like a real fact and credible a priori and that
aperentemente are sustentaa on a true but in reality is exactly the opposite.Example: look at the immensity of the sea, it
seems that joins with the sky, yes it seems to simplevista, but it is actually quite the opposite.

monoproductor
Monoproductor: Person who s ededica to the generation of a single product.  Example: A farmer who is dedicated to
growing potatoes only.

predictivo
It is worthwhile to start from the word predict, which means anticipate the occurrence of an event. The difference in
predictive is that in this last, there is the necessary foundation for predicting an event. Example Predictivo:si a sunset
becomes cloudy or misty, then is predictive easily than llovera.


